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Abstract

This case describes the implementation of an Internet empowered Customer Relationship Management (CRM) at Cisco Systems Inc. After describing the organizational background of Cisco, the case takes the student into the issues that the executives faced after the market crash in 2001. John Chambers, Cisco CEO, and his team decided to strengthen Cisco’s relationship with the customers so that the company could emerge stronger when the markets recovered. Questions are raised as to the implementation of technology and supporting processes in a company that traditionally had not considered CRM as its core marketing strategy.
Introduction

A project was undertaken at Cisco to implement a CRM system called Customer Insight. In addition to the implementation of the information system, processes were formulated by actively involving marketing and sales managers. The goal of this combined initiative (system and processes) was to provide marketing personnel with the marketing knowledge and contact intelligence required for creating and implementing marketing strategies and CRM related processes. The CRM system was implemented using the distributed technology using multi-agent system. The system provided a single repository for each theater that supported the quantifiable and measurable needs of marketing functions. Data from different source systems were “cleaned,” “de-duped,” and integrated into one data mart. Missing data was also replaced with the best possible alternative information. Processes were established to use this information effectively at local, regional and corporate levels. The system was made available via the Internet and, in the first phase, used a repository of customer data from the 25 most important systems across the company. An error-reporting module was implemented simultaneously to make it easy for people to report any issues. It was determined that one of the critical success factor for such a system was a guaranteed turn around time with any issue so that users feel encouraged to contribute their information to the system. The system was implemented in North America and some parts of Europe first. In Europe localization using local language and local laws was implemented.

Organizational Background

The history of Cisco is not atypical for a company in Silicon Valley. The company was founded by Stanford University husband and wife team Leonard Bosack and Sandra Lerner and their colleagues in 1984. Bosack developed technology to link his computer lab’s network with his wife’s network in the graduate business school. Anticipating a market for networking devices, Bosack and Lerner mortgaged their house, bought a used mainframe, put it in their garage, and got friends and relatives to work for deferred pay. They sold their first network router in 1986. Originally targeting universities and aerospace, the company expanded in 1989 to include large enterprises. Short of cash, Cisco turned to Venture capitalist Donald Valentine of Sequoia Capital, who bought a controlling stake and became chairman. He hired John Morgridge of laptop maker GriD systems as the president and CEO. Cisco had a head start in the market as the market in network routers ripened in the late 1988. Sales
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